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THURSDAY: GRAMMAR 

 
Modal verbs 

Modal verbs are special types of verbs that indicate likelihood, 
ability, permission or obligation. 

Words like: can/could, may/might, will/would, shall/should and 
must. 

It might rain tomorrow. 

I will breathe tomorrow.  

I should go for a walk every day 

 

Can you spot the modal verb in these sentences? 

1. It will be cold tomorrow. 
2. I may go for a walk later. 
3. I ought to have some water to drink because I am thirsty. 
4. I must have an early night because I am tired.  
5. I can learn all of my spellings today. 

The most common modal verbs are: 

• will 
• would 
• should 
• could 
• may 

• can 
• shall 
• ought to 
• must 
• might 

 
 
Try to write some of your own sentences for each modal verb. When 
you are reading see if you can spot any. They are often used in 
adverts so when you are watching TV listen out for them. 
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FRIDAY: Spelling – Homophones 

             

If you can, use the BBC Bitesize website to practice these. If you can’t, then 

use this list to practice from.  

Homophones  
List 1 List 2 List 3 

there, their, they're 
here, hear 

see, sea 
bare, bear 
one, won 
sun, son 

two, to, too 
be, bee 

blue, blew 
night, knight 

pray, prey 
 

accept (take), except 
allowed, aloud 

ball, bawl 
berry (food), bury 

brake, break 
dessert, desert (sand) 

fair, fare  
grate, great 

grown, groan 
heel, heal, he'll 

knot, not 
mail, male 

main, mane (lion) 
meat, meet 

medal, meddle 
missed, mist (fog) 

peace, piece 
plain, plane 

rain, rein, reign 
scene, seen 
waste, waist 
weather (rain), 

whether 
who’s (who is), whose 

advise, advice 
aisle, isle 

alter, altar 
ascent, assent 
bridal, bridle 
cereal, serial 
compliment, 
complement 

descent, dissent 
device, devise 
draft, draught 
licence, license  

practice, practise 
prophecy, prophesy 

father, farther 
guessed, guest 

heard, herd 
lead, led 

morning, mourning 
past, passed 

precede, proceed 
principal, principle 

profit, prophet 
stationary, stationery 

steal, steel 
weary, wary 

  


